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Abstract: The paper presents a new network-flow interpretation of Łukasiewicz’s logic based on models with an 
increased effectiveness. The obtained results show that the presented network-flow models principally may work 
for multivalue logics with more than three states of the variables i.e. with a finite set of states in the interval from 0 
to 1. The described models give the opportunity to formulate various logical functions. If the results from a given 
model that are contained in the obtained values of the arc flow functions are used as input data for other models 
then it is possible in Łukasiewicz’s logic to interpret successfully other sophisticated logical structures. The 
obtained models allow a research of Łukasiewicz’s logic with specific effective methods of the network-flow 
programming. It is possible successfully to use the specific peculiarities and the results pertaining to the function 
‘traffic capacity of the network arcs’. Based on the introduced network-flow approach it is possible to interpret 
other multivalue logics – of E.Post, of L.Brauer, of Kolmogorov, etc. 
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Introduction 
Most often the popular publication of J.Łukasiewicz [1] is accepted as a beginning of the multivalue logic. 
Together with the classic logical systems since the middle of the past century different models of multivalue logic 
were an object of significant development [2]. 
During the second half of the same century a research activity started to use precise quantitative methods from 
the operational research to describe various logical operations. To achieve this goal most widely were used the 
methods of mixed integer programming (MIP) [4, 5]. 
A network-flow interpretation of operations and formulas from the propositional logic was introduced in [7] for 
decision-making systems. Due to its specific character in series of cases the network-flow methods lead to a 
greater effectiveness compared to MIP. 
An attempt was made for a network-flow interpretation of Łukasiewicz’s multivalue logic in [8]. The applied 
models were nonlinear with a significant degree of sophistication. 
The paper presents a new network-flow interpretation of Łukasiewicz’s logic based on models with an increased 
effectiveness. 
Non-Linear Network-Flow Model of Łukasiewicz’s Multivalue Logic 
A new nonlinear network flow will be used that most generally can be defined in the following way [9]. For every 
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1f0 i ≤≤  for each arc ;Uui ∈  (3)  
 
where ( )UXG  ,  is a graph with a set of nodes X and a set of arcs U; if  is a network function over the arc 
Uui ∈ ; S and T are respective sets of sources and consumers; ic  is the traffic capacity of the arc iu ; +kΓ  and 
−
kΓ  are the sets of indexes for all arcs that are the respective input and output for the node Xxk ∈ ; kv  is the 
flow for the node TSxk ∪∈ ; T is the set of indexes for the equalities (2). 
It is assumed that the traffic capacities { }ic  are integers and as a rule always equal to 1 while the arc flow 
functions { }if  may have various nonnegative values in the interval from 0 up to 1. 
In the propositional logic of Łukasiewicz the propositions may be in one of three possible states: true, false and 
neutral, respectively 1, 0  and  2  1 . 
The truth tables for disjunction and conjunction in Łukasiewicz’s logic numerally have the following appearance: 
 
Table 1  ( )3f  
2f  
1f  
1 0 2  1  
1 1 1 1 
0 1 0 2  1  
2 
 1  1 2  1  2  1   
 
Table 2  ( )4f  
2f  
1f  
1 0 2  1  
1 1 1 2  1  
0 0 0 0 
2 
 1  1 2  1  2  1   
 
If A and B are propositions and their respective numerical functions are 1f  and 2f  i.e. 
1fA =  and 2fB = ; (4) 
then from the two tables above it follows that for the disjunction BA∨  and the conjunction BA∧  we may 
denote respectively 
                   ( )213 f ,f maxf =  and ( )214 f ,f minf = .                 (5) 
The two logical operations will be interpreted by the following below 
subgraph and the corresponding to it flow equalities and inequalities: 
                     ;0ffff 4321 =−−+                                                (6) 
                     ( ) ;ffff k 3221 =+−                                                (7) 
                     ;ff 31 ≤  ;ff 32 ≤                                                            (8) 
                     ;1f0 i ≤≤  4 ; ... ;2 ;1i =  and 1 or  0k =               (9) 
where (6) is an equality for preservation in node 0x ; (7) is a 
nonlinear dependency corresponding to (2) via which the disjunction 
from (5) is realized; (8) are additional linear constraints assisting the 
choice of the greater variable from 1f  or 2f . 
The equations (1) for the nodes from 1x  to 4x  do not need to be explained because they are trivial: ii fv =  for 
{ } 2 ,1 i∈  and jj fv =  for { } 4 ,3 j∈ . 
The variable 3f  takes the bigger value from 1f  and 2f : if 1k =  then the value is from 1f  and if 0k =  then the 
value is from 2f . 
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The dependencies from (5) to (9) serve the determination of the variables 1f  and 2f  with the bigger value i.e. 
these dependencies guarantee the requirements from Table 1. 
The conjunction, the second equality from (5) may be realized via the same dependencies from (6) to (9) but the 
inequalities (8) must be replaced by the new dependencies 
41 ff ≥  and 42 ff ≥    (10) 
assisting the choice of the smaller variable from 1f  or 2f . 
On the other hand if the disjunction 3f  from (5) is already determined then it is possible to determine 4f  directly 
from the equation of preservation (6): 
3214 ffff −+= ;   (11) 
213 fff +≤  and 214 fff +≤    (12) 
Therefore the subgraph from Fig. 1 and the dependencies from (6) to (9) are ample factors to determine 
synonymously the disjunction 3fBA =∨  and the conjunction 4fBA =∧  in Łukasiewicz’s logic. 
Negation in the same logic is determined by the functions: 
1f1A −=¬  and 2f1B −=¬    (13) 
Implication in the logic of Łukasiewicz satisfies the requirement: 
⎩⎨
⎧
>+−
≤=
;ff iff  ff1 
;ff iff  1 
f
2121
21
3    (14) 
or otherwise 
( )[ ] ff1  ,1  minf 213 +−=    (15) 
where 
1fA = ; 2fB =  and ( ) 3fBA =→ .   (16) 
The truth table for implication by Łukasiewicz is of the following type: 
Table 3  ( )3f  
2f  
1f  
1 0 2  1  
1 1 1 2  1  
0 1 1 1 
2 
 1  1 2  1  1 
 
The data from this table may be juxtaposed to the subgraph from Fig. 1 and to the following dependencies for a 
network flow:  
( ) ;ffff k 3221 =+−    (17) 
213 ff1f +−≤  and ;1f3 ≤    (18) 
with valid constraints (6) and (9). 
In this flow the dependencies (17) and (18) guarantee the exact adherence to the equation (14). Here if 21 ff ≤  
then the coefficient k has a value of zero and 1f3 =  but in the opposite case k is unity and 213 ff1f +−= . 
In binary logic there exists an important equipollence: 
BABA ∨¬≡→    (19) 
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which as it is evident from Table 3 is not valid for all meanings of A and B. For example for 2  1BA ==  i.e. 
2 
 1
21 ff ==  then 
( ) 1 BA 2  12  1 =→=→  (from Table 3); 
( ) 2  12  12  1     1 BA =∨−=∨¬  (from Table 2).  
An analogous conclusion can be made based on the network-flow realization of the two formulas from the 
equipollence (19). The first realization is shown via the dependencies (6), (9), (17) and (18) and the second 
formula from (19) may be interpreted by the disjunction from (6) to (9) where 1f  is replaced by its negation 
2f1− . Then 
;0ffff1 4321 =−−+−  
( ) ;ffff1 k 3221 =+−−  
;ff1 31 ≤−  .ff 32 ≤  
The comparison of the last equalities and inequalities with the ones from (6), (17) and (18) shows that we have 
two different types of implications in the examined three-value logic, i.e. that the equipollence (19) is not valid (or 
it is not true) for all possible estimates in Łukasiewicz’s logic. 
The obtained results from (6) to (18) also show that the presented network-flow models principally may work for 
multivalue logics with more than three states of the variables i.e. with a finite set of states in the interval from 
0 to 1. 
The described models give the opportunity to formulate various logical functions. If the results from a given model 
that are contained in the obtained values of the arc flow functions are used as input data for other models then it 
is possible in Łukasiewicz’s logic to interpret successfully other sophisticated logical structures. The obtained 
models allow a research of Łukasiewicz’s logic with specific effective methods of the network-flow programming. 
It is possible successfully to use the specific peculiarities and the results pertaining to the function ‘traffic capacity 
of the network arcs’. 
If we denote the value of some complex formula with 3f  i.e. ( ) 3k21 ff  ,... ,f ,f F =  while observing the 
equalities and the inequalities of the network flow respectively from (6) to (18) and formulating the goal functions 
maxf3 →  and minf3 →  then it is possible to determine whether this formula is tautology and also what 
maximal and minimal values it may accept. 
From the computational point of view the nonlinearity of the used models doubtlessly is a source of difficulties. 
The search of effective linear – precise and approximate network-flow methods and algorithms remains an 
important problem. 
Based on the introduced network-flow approach it is possible to interpret other multivalue logics [2] – of E.Post, of 
L.Brauer, of Kolmogorov, etc. 
Conclusion 
The paper presents a new network-flow interpretation of Łukasiewicz’s logic based on models with an increased 
effectiveness. 
The obtained results show that the presented network-flow models principally may work for multivalue logics with 
more than three states of the variables i.e. with a finite set of states in the interval from 0 to 1. 
The described models give the opportunity to formulate various logical functions. 
If the results from a given model that are contained in the obtained values of the arc flow functions are used as 
input data for other models then it is possible in Łukasiewicz’s logic to interpret successfully other sophisticated 
logical structures. 
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The obtained models allow a research of Łukasiewicz’s logic with specific effective methods of the network-flow 
programming. It is possible successfully to use the specific peculiarities and the results pertaining to the function 
‘traffic capacity of the network arcs’. 
Based on the introduced network-flow approach it is possible to interpret other multivalue logics – of E.Post, of 
L.Brauer, of Kolmogorov, etc. 
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